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Sw SF relative atomic mass shape factor for a beta spectrum backscatter factor Bragg-Gray conditions continuous slowing down approximation velocity of light parameter in Loevinger's equations personal absorbed dose at depth d mm ~ directional absorbed dose at depth d mm, on a radius having direction n absorbed dose at distance z from a plane source <?fradius.a absorbed dose rate in ICRU tissue (may denote D' (d) or Dp(d)) absorbed dose at distance r, per point-source electron of energy E absorbed dose rate at distance r absorbed dose rate at depth z depth in a medium tissue thickness equivalent to air thickness s kinetic energy of an electron maximum kinetic energy of a beta spectrum residual maximum energy of beta particles mean kinetic energy of a beta spectrum charge on the electron base of natural logarithms personal dose equivalent at depth d mm ~ directional dose equivalent at depth d mm, on a radius having direction n dose equivalent averaged over an organ dose equivalent averaged over the testes mean excitation energy, ionization current in an extrapolation chamber International Organization for Standardization scaled absorbed dose at distance r, for electrons of energy E spacing of extrapolation chamber electrodes (chamber depth) molar mass dosimeter reading from ~ or ' Y rays rest mass of electron (or positron) rest energy of electron (or positron) air mass in the sensitive volume of an extrapolation chamber number of atoms per unit mass number of electrons Mev-1 disintegration -1 at energy W in a beta-ray spectrum Avogadro's constant electron momentum divided by meC distance from a point source ~-ray response of a detector relative to H p (O.07) 'Y-ray response of a detector relative to H p (O.07) maximum range of beta rays distance from a point source CSDA range of an electron maximum range of beta rays total linear stopping power total mass stopping power linear collision stopping power linear radiative stopping power linear stopping power of water screening factor in beta decay distance along an electron track quotient of stopping powers of ICRU tissue and air under Bragg-Gray conditions kinetic energy of an electron maximum kinetic energy of a beta-ray spectrum xi xii Dt(d,a)/ Dt(O,O) unit of atomic mass (1/12 mass of12C atom) ultraviolet radiation total energy of an electron divided by its rest energy, energy transferred in an inelastic Coulomb collision from the incident particle to an atomic electron W for maximum energy of a beta spectrum weighting factor for skin mean energy to produce an ion pair in air cut-off energy separating soft and hard inelastic collisions maximum energy transfer in collision with a free electron fraction by weight of element i exposure atomic number effective atomic number of a mixture of elements depth from surface angle between direction of radiation and surface normal velocity divided by the velocity of light total energy loss in path length s most probable energy loss in path length s mean energy loss in path length s correction to collision stopping power for density effect thermoluminescent efficiency of a TL material, scaling factor relative to water deflection angle in a single elastic scattering mass energy absorption coefficient density of medium transport cross section for elastic scattering cross section for energy transfer in an inelastic collision differential cross section for single elastic scattering electron kinetic energy divided by its rest energy spectral distribution of beta-particle fluence maximum differential fluence of a beta spectrum
